Pullman car diagrams

Some important changes were recently made at Flickr. In the past clicking on an image or right
clicking on an image provided for larger sizes to be chosen, and, as it is with the vast majority
of shots linked to from this website, a considerably larger image could be seen. Now left
clicking on the download icon shown at left in the lower right corner of the screen will bring up
the available sizes for all images, all one has to do now is to choose the size and it will load. I
hope that this info will help in viewing images at Flickr. When viewing images that are hosted by
various Libraries, state-run archives and Universities keep in mind that with most you can click
on the icon that looks like the image to the left to view larger sizes of the image. While size still
is limited in some larger sizes the image will be considerably larger than if it were viewed in the
original pane, which helps greatly in seeing detail on various cars. I will be attempting to edit
various links to show the larger image but in the mean time this will help anyone interested to
be able to view the larger image until the conversion is complete. Ladky , at National Railroad
Museum. Was this car actually operated by PULL or was it privately owned? PULL Mt. Baxter on jacks as Midwest Railway Preservation Society. Baxter - B. Broderick - E. Broderick Kentucky Rwy. Hillers Mod. Ranier - HW Plan 10 Sect - lounge observation. Some important
changes were recently made at Flickr. In the past clicking on an image or right clicking on an
image provided for larger sizes to be chosen, and, as it is with the vast majority of shots linked
to from this website, a considerably larger image could be seen. Now left clicking on the
download icon shown at left in the lower right corner of the screen will bring up the available
sizes for all images, all one has to do now is to choose the size and it will load. I hope that this
info will help in viewing images at Flickr. When viewing images that are hosted by various
Libraries, state-run archives and Universities keep in mind that with most you can click on the
icon that looks like the image to the left to view larger sizes of the image. While size still is
limited in some larger sizes the image will be considerably larger than if it were viewed in the
original pane, which helps greatly in seeing detail on various cars. I will be attempting to edit
various links to show the larger image but in the mean time this will help anyone interested to
be able to view the larger image until the conversion is complete. JOHN W. PULL Philadelphia in private ownership. Despite what is on the letterboard, this car was never owned by New York
Central. The car was Pullman dining car 16 and only received New York Central lettering and the
name while on the train. After the train's service had ended it was repainted back to Pullman
dress and given back its number. It was sold to Erie in Stephens - HW Plan H baggage - buffet
lounge. Marshall , nee- P. HW Plan 8 Sect - Restaurant lounge rblt. This was the only car built to
this floorplan. Built for use on Santa Fe. PULL - troop sleeper. Pullman Library Drawings
Spreadsheet. This spreadsheet represents a portion of those drawings that have been scanned
as of September There are a bit over 39, drawings listed. The spreadsheet has 3 columns - Type,
Drawing Name and Description. Not included in the list of scans are maps, time call sheets,
railroad drawings, diagrams, ads, photos, negatives, facilities, Power Ballaster, Trail Mobile, and
other, miscellaneous drawings. The Drawing File Name is actually two parts - our internal
manufacturer identifier and the actual drawing number in a very few cases, the drawing number
is unavailable, the result is a name that provides us some idea of the content. The Description
is, sans typo, as the Manufacturer wrote it. We often add information where we can, and try to
change some abbreviations to full words there are over 30 variations of abbreviations for the
word "arrangement" for example. If you get frustrated by consistency issues The manufacturers
were not consistent between themselves, nor by era nor draftsman. We also get frustrated at
OUR inconsistencies - typos are one thing, but drawings can get misnamed and misplaced
placed within the wrong manufacturer. We are working at it. What you see is a system that
evolved, and we constantly find drawings cataloged in the old manner. It's a shotgun approach.
Looking for Budd "Corrugations? An A drawing from the 40s was 9" x 12". After , an A was 3' x
5' or much longer. Up to , the drawing name was a sequential number. From about to , the
drawing names were changed to a drawer-size "X"-sequence number i. Most of the time, both
drawing names appear on the drawing. After , the drawing name changed to the "standard"
name: drawer-sze-sequence number i. After , the number changed to a Worcester system with
the first number indicating the drawing size and the rest of the name being a sequence number
usually digits. There is more and exceptions, modifications and outlying names , but this is the
general concept. After Pullman-Standard was created in , the folks in Butler, PA Standard Steel
Car's former shop simply continued their own drawing numbers - albeit with a
Pullman-Standard data block. This results in drawings from being interspersed with drawings
from in numerical sequence. A bit disconcerting , and frustrating for all concerned. The Drawing
Spreadsheet. All rights reserved. World rights reserved. Pullman Library Images Spreadsheet.
This spreadsheet represents a portion of those images that have been scanned as of December
There are a bit over 6, images listed. The spreadsheet has two columns - Image Name and
Description. The Plant or Manufacturer is encoded within the name. As the initial images were

all Pullman-Standard, that didn't present difficulties. As we scan more and more images from
various entities, challenges presented themselves. We'll be continuing to modify the methods
used. The list represents images made from glass plate negatives, film negatives and slides.
Most were scanned at dpi for 8" x 10" and much high for smaller media. All Glass plate
negatives will be scanned, but film negatives will be scanned as time and interest permit. Often
construction and interior images are available. Please ask if interested in specific Lots and
image types. The list represents a fragment of the collection. It is difficult to produce an index,
as the negatives were delivered en masse and little effort had been made to index or file them.
We have been filing the negatives where possible, though some images defy description or
categorization. And there is the "interest factor. The images range from the s to the s. While it
contains mostly passenger cars, there are freight and transit cars as well. The core of the
Pullman-Standard collection is from - The Pullman-Standard photographers also took photos
for The Pullman Company, and some of their car modifications and repairs are represented as
well. These are indicated with image names starting with "WP". The image names are the names
printed on the image itself - if any. In some cases as in the Trailmobile historic photos no name
was provided. Some images have "made up" names, many with the "NOID" prefix. These will
slowly be modified to their proper names or within sequences. The Image Spreadsheet. All
rights reserved. World rights reserved. Jason, I see that nice Any ideas? Please identify yourself
at the end of your message. Please keep comments relevant to the post or questions to me
directly. No random solicitation in comments. Spamming and phishing comments will be
deleted. This page is dedicated to providing a modeling index of HO scale Pullman Sleepers that
have been produced, and when possible, provide photographs of the completed or in process
model. Various other articles have been published which would be too numerous to re-list here.
Heavyweight HW cars for the purposes of this index will be cars of riveted construction with
6-wheel trucks. Lightweight LW or Streamlined cars will be cars with 4-wheel trucks, which may
or may not be of riveted or welded construction. History of the Pullman Co. Pool Pullman
Standard was ordered on Dec 31, to sell all of its passenger cars to the railroads based on the
cars the railroads were leasing in Most of the railroads involved formed a new holding company
Pullman Co. The railroads would then lease their sleeping cars back to the Pullman Co. The
traveling public on Jan 1, didn't see any change to the staffing or service on Pullman cars. The
Pullman Co. Pullman Standard retained their production system to build new freight and
passenger cars. Over the next several years the railroads repainted some of their sleeping cars
to show their names on the center letterboard of the cars. Other railroads left the Pullman name
centered, but put their own names at each end near the doors. A few railroads never bothered to
repaint their cars out of Pullman lettering and as they suspended passenger service in the s.
Other cars that were never repainted were mostly relegated to the Pullman Pool service and
many of those HW cars were assigned to Governmental Storage on Military bases until when
the Pullman Pool was disbanded when the DoD and the movement of the US armed forces by air
with the C and C-5A transport aircraft, supplemented by commercial airlines. Many HW Pullman
Pool cars never turned a wheel after about while in storage. Many Pullman Pool cars were
stricken from the Lease To Pullman lists in through about and scrapped. Pullman HW Twelve
sections and one drawing room sleeper, these cars by far were the most common HW Pullman
sleeping car plan in use after about until the end of the use of HW Pullman Pool cars in the
mids. They had 12 Sections, which were the most basic sleeping accommodation and one
deluxe Drawing Room for families or passengers desiring a full private suite with private toilet
to stay in. Walthers Plan Pullman Co. It was a car that was sold for scrap in August , as one of
the longest lasting Pool cars. Therefore it likely never had its letterboard repainted, as it stayed
owned by the Pullman Co. Here are two examples of these extremely common east coast cars.
Walthers NYC The prototypes were old s. The conversions were as simple as locking the
bathroom door in the Drawing Room and turning it into a section. These ex-Drawing Rooms
were enclosed and often given to the NCOs or officers in charge of the troops riding in that car,
possibly even adjoining 14 and section cars. Often used as Tourist Cars in later years. Tourist
Cars provided the budget fare traveler with sleeping berths, which were still better than riding
coach for several nights in a row. Pullman Co. This car looking a little beaten by These cars
were reserved seating for day passengers. They featured 28 parlor sofa chairs and 1 drawing
room for day use. In the west, Pullman Pool Parlor cars would be used on special trains
requiring extra lounge space, which was sometimes in short supply. These cars therefore would
often be run near the Dining and Lounge cars for passengers to ride in during the daylight
hours and let them get out of their private rooms. Pullman retained a number of these cars in
their series, some of which were painted in a dark purple color with Pullman on the letterboard
and only a car number centered on the car side below the belt rail. Walthers New plastic. The
back story for this car would have been that it was leased from Pullman and repainted to the

"Overland" scheme and internally "temporarily" reconfigured to a Lounge Car, which would
have been very easy to do simply by swapping out the Parlor seating with a few more tables,
standees, and installing a bar in place of the single drawing room for serving drinks, etc. The
club also use a custom painted Pullman Parlor car as lounge space in some of the extra
passenger trains, so this model isn't too much of a stretch, especially being able to reuse the
UP paint scheme. Conclusion This more or less all I have planned for this page. I will upload
new photos of models as I get them built or take other photos. Please enjoy looking at the links
below for more content. Pages without active links are future pages I plan to add soon. Email
This BlogThis! Chris Miller June 11, at AM. Subscribe to: Posts Atom. PC Tourist painted for
Challenger service, which ended around Left side of Soho Section Tourist Sleeper, from
"Riverdale"-series photo-shopped windows to clear up clutter. Shasta with MT-4, baggage,
chair, cafe-lounge, and Pullman bring up the rear. Right side of Walthers Solarium-Lounge before kitbashing into a Mission-series car. Detailed view of the Solarium-end of the Mission
Dolores. One of America's greatest business enterprises, the Pullman Company provided
outstanding service aboard a vast fleet of railroad passenger cars that could be found in almost
every nook and cranny of the United States. This illustrated history examines Pullman's diverse
fleet, from its spectacular custom-built wooden cars of the nineteenth century to steel
heavyweight cars in the prewar years and on into the lightweight streamlined era. Pullman cars
are a tribute to a hard-working generation of men and women who worked to bring the coasts of
the United States together efficiently and in style. Author Joe Welsh includes period photos,
many in rare color, as well as car diagrams and ads that help trace the development,
composition, and evolution of the historically and culturally significant Pullman fleet, including
the gamut of sleeper, parlor, and restaurant cars. Take an interesting look into the time period
that relied on train cars, as well as the classic style of the cars themselves. This is a fitting
tribute to the former cultural icons aboard which strode giants of American life, such as Babe
Ruth and Clark Gable, as well as first-time travelers from small-town America. Enter your mobile
number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then
you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device
required. To get the free app, enter your mobile phone number. The real glory of this
handsomely designed book is its rich illustration. Holland are top-notch photo researchers and
archivists, which they prove here with a great selection of 19th century glass-late photos,
heavy-weight-era publicity photos, Pullman promotions and car diagrams, and some impressive
postwar color action. The authors also have the good sense to go beyond train and car photos.
Using photographer Jim Scribbins' candid interior view of the Seaboard Air Line's peerless Sun
Lounge across a full spread is brilliant photo editing and typical of the entire book. Anyone
interested in passenger railroading - including modelers - will love this book. He is the author of
12 books including the critically acclaimed Travel by Pullman, co-authored with William F.
Howes, Jr. He resides in Auburn, Washington. He lives in Florida. Kevin J. Holland is a freelance
writer, editor, and publications designer based in Burlington, Ontario. He has written and
produced more than 15 books and is a regular contributor to Classic Trains. I'd like to read this
book on Kindle Don't have a Kindle? Fearless and inspiring Discover Black voices on Audible.
Learn more Customer reviews 4. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review
is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews Top reviews from the United States There
was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Fox 5. What the book gave me,
in addition to the great pictures, was a history of the Pullman philosophy including the good
and bad of car design, industry problems, and the demise of passenger traffic that paralleled
Pullman. Not covered in much detail was the town of Pullman, but Amazon has other books that
cover the town in detail. If you are interested in Pullman rolling stock this is the book for you. If
you are interested in the history of Pullman as a business read that first and this book second. It
gives you a better overall perspective. Read more 5 people found this helpful Helpful Report
abuse David Thomson 5. It is a complete and well documented look at Pullman cars and the
Pullman Company from its inception to the end. Filled with photos and diagrams this is an
excellent source of information as well as a good nostalgic read for those of us who miss the
"golden age" of passenger train transportation in the USA Read more 2 people found this
helpful Helpful Report abuse DW 3. I wish there were more of the insides of the Pullman cars
and fewer of the outsides. Still, it's good that that this item is available, especially for those of
us who regularly traveled in the Pullmans. Read more 6 people found this helpful Helpful Report
abuse David Millson 5. If not, do yourself a favor and crop bales of nostalgia from this volume.
Either way, you're in for a treat. Read more Helpful Report abuse Alcomike 5. The quality of the
book, as well as the information provided is very good and it makes a good addition to my
railroad library. Also the price of this second edition reprint is very reasonable. Read more 2

people found this helpful Helpful Report abuse Robert C. Gordon 5. Pa on the train with my
mother and sister. As a teenager I rode with my grandfather from Newark, N. I have always had
the desire to see the many different kind of sleeping cars and this book has more than
answered all my questions. One drawback is that some of the detailed layouts of pullman cars
are so small, I need a magnifier to see all the details. Nevertheless, the text is easy to read and
there is lots of information to read. I am glad that I made the purchase. The book outlines the
first Pullman sleepers to the final cars produced. The various advances in comfort and luxury
are well detailed in the book. It explains how the Pullman company operate in conjunction with
the major railroads. There are many exterior and interior shots of the cars, the interiors many
being period photos from their archive or marketing and advertising files. Recommend the book
to anyone interested in the story of Pullman. Read more 4 people found this helpful Helpful
Report abuse John Matta 5. I ride them as much as possible. The photos are wonderfully
nostalgic, and I've toured some of the remaining Pullman relics that have been restored. But I
think the real value here is the text itself. It blends marvelously with the photos and drawings. If
you are a train lover, you need this book. I like to read it with a nice glass of wine. I'm taking it
on my next train trip. Especially if it's a long overnight run. The diagrams might have been
bigger. Ausgewogene Mischung aus Text und Bildern, sehr empfehlenswert - wenn es zu
bekommen ist Read more Report abuse Translate review to English Stingray 5. I can't
recommend it highly enough. Any one interested in passenger train travel will appreciate this. A
toast to bygone era. Read more Report abuse See all reviews Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: history of cars , cars book , chicago trains , chicago photography
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Read more Read less. Previous page. Print
length. Crestline Books. Publication date. March 18, See all details. Next page. Kindle Cloud
Reader Read instantly in your browser. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Peter T. Fred W. Frank Beberdick. Chris Guss. Bob Withers. Jack Kelly.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? All Aboard! Lynn Johnson. The Art
of the Streamliner. Bob Johnston. Larry Tye. John H. White Jr. Customers who bought this item
also bought. Turbine Power. Walter Simpson. American Passenger Trains and Locomotives
Illustrated. Mark Wegman. Register a free business account. Review The real glory of this
handsomely designed book is its rich illustration. Trains - November Tell the Publisher!
Fearless and inspiring. Discover Black voices on Audible. Learn more. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Verified Purchase. I was hoping for a
basic pictorial look at Pullman cars. This is a great book that any serious passenger train
enthusiast should add to their collection. Filled with photos and diagrams this is an excellent
source of information as well as a good nostalgic read for those of us who miss the "golden
age" of passenger train transportation in the USA. This book has many well reproduced color
photos. If you're a railfan I am. This is a very good book that provides numerous photo's that
are not seen in other books covering the same subject. I have always been curious about
Pullman cars since in my early years when I rode from Seattle, Wash, to Phila. Very well written
and illustrated book about the overnight sleepers of Pullman. Ok, I admit: I love trains. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Good informative
illustrated book. Report abuse. Report abuse Translate review to Englis
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h. A wonderful book. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: history of cars
, cars book , chicago trains , chicago photography. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

